#forced a redirect file at /API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/event_notification_url.html ·

take
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/automatic_login.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/index.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/event_notification_url.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/v1_(deprecated)/event_notification_url.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/v1_(deprecated)/automatic_login.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Customer_Subuser_API/index.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/billing_retrieving_as_you_go_usage.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/billing_retrieving_as_you_go_usage.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/billing_retrieving_end_users_invoices_usage.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/billing_retrieving_end_users_invoices_usage.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/customer_subuser_account_limits.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_account_limits.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/customer_subuser_apps.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_apps.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/customer_subuser_apps_filters.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_apps_filters.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/customer_subuser_bounces.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/v1_(deprecated)/customer_subuser_bounces.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_account_limits.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_account_limits.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_event_notification_url.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_event_notification_url.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_invalid_emails.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_invalid_emails.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_mada_filter.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_mada_filter.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_monitor_outgoing_email.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_monitor_outgoing_email.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_parse_settings.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_spam_reports.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_spam_reports.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_statistics.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_timezone.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_timezone.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_unsubscribes.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_subuser_unsubscribes.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_unsubscribes.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Reseller_API/Reseller_Customer_Subuser_API/customer_unsubscribes.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Template_Engine_API/index.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Template_Engine_API/templates.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Template_Engine_API/versions.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Template_Engine_API/smtpapi.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Template_Engine/smtpapi.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Unsubscribe_Manager/global_unsubscribes.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Unsubscribe_Manager/groups.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Unsubscribe_Manager/groups.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Unsubscribe_Manager/index.html
Redirect 301 /API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Unsubscribe_Manager/unsubscribes.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/Web_API_v3/Unsubscribe_Manager/unsubscribes.html

# /docs/Apps - moved to User Guide - originally sendgrid.com/docs/Apps/

# forced a redirect file at /Apps/index.html - the following redirect wouldn't take
# forced a redirect file at /Apps/bypass_list_management.html - the following redirect wouldn't take
Redirect 301 /Apps/bypass_list_management.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/User_Guide/Settings/bypass_list_management.html
# /docs/Transactional Email - moved to User Guide - originally sendgrid.com/docs/Transactional_Email

### forced a redirect file at /Transactional_Email/index.html - the following redirect wouldn't take

Redirect 301 /Marketing_Emails/Email_Marketing_Campaigns/peer_invitations.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/Glossary/Email_Types/peer_invitations.html
Redirect 301 /Marketing_Emails/Email_Marketing_Campaigns/reconfirmation.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/Glossary/Email_Types/reconfirmation.html
Redirect 301 /Marketing_Emails/sender_address.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/User_Guide/Marketing_Emails/sender_address.html

###

# /docs/User_Guide

###

Redirect 301 /User_Guide/Account/api_keys.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/Classroom/Send/api
Redirect 301 /User_Guide/Account/Account_Settings/password.html https://sendgrid.com/docs/Classroom/Send
Redirect 301 /User_Guide/Account/Account_Settings/profile_settings.html
#merged this "App" with the new Template Engine Docs

Redirect 301 /User_Guide/Account/Account_Settings/two_factor_authentication.html
Redirect 301 /User_Guide/advanced_suppression_manager.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/User_Guide/Email_Deliverability/Subscription_Tracking/advanced_sup;
Redirect 301 /User_Guide/Apps/bypass_list_management.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/API_Reference/SMTP_API/apps.html#bypass_list_management
Notification
Subscription-Tracking

#merged this "App" with the new Template Engine Docs

Using-Fastly
Redirect 301 /User_Guide/Delivery_Metrics/email_error_messages.html
https://sendgrid.com/docs/Glossary/email_error_messages.html
#this app went away as of May 27, 2015

forced a redirect file at /User_Guide/multiple_credentials.html - the following redirect wouldn't take
